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Abstract.
Tropical cyclone formation in the NE Pacific
Ocean is poorly understood. We show that by dividing the
NE Pacific Ocean into two regions,east and west of 116øW,
our understanding is enhanced in terms of which climatological factors are involved. We show that for the period
1972-1997, in our western region, significant relationships
exist between several environmental parameters and tropical cyclone numbers on a seasonaltimescale, and there is
also a significant increasingtrend with time. Important parameters common to all tropical cyclone indices examined
include relative humidity, sea surface temperature, pressure

vertical velocity and precipitable water. The potential for
predictability of tropical cyclonesin this region is noted.
Introduction

Tropical cyclone(TC) formationis one of the least understood topics of tropical meteorology. In particular, in
comparisonto the Atlantic basin, there has been relatively
little work conducted on the NE Pacific basin, and this gen-

sub-regions of development. This has not previously been
done for the NE

Pacific.

Methodology
The NCEP/NCAR 40-year reanalysisproject Kalnay et
al. [1996]providesthe data for most of the environmental
variables investigated, with the exception of ENSO, where

Wolter's ENSO index Wolter [1987] is used, the Pacific
Decadal Oscillation(PDO) where the PDO index of Mantua et al. [1997]is used,and the Madden-JulianOscillation
(MJO) wherethe variancesare derivedfrom the MJO index
of Maloney and Hartmann Maloney and Hartmann [1998].
Although the MJO index describesan intra-seasonal oscillation, we examine the inter-annual variations of the average
variance of the MJO index for the July-September period.
The source for the TC indices used in this study is the
official historical tropical cyclone track database obtained

from the TPC/NHC best track file for the NE Pacific basin
Brown and Leftwich[1982];TPC [1998]. Categoriesof TC

erally focuseson genesis(from disturbanceto tropical de- considered include tropical storm, hurricane and major hurpression)rather than subsequent
intensificationto tropical ricane. For each category of TC the location used in our
storm, hurricane or major hurricane.
Previous work focusing on the seasonaltimescale in the

NE Pacific includesChu and Wang [1997]who found that
the mean number

of TCs within

240 n mi of Honolulu

is

analysis is the point where the storm reached the windspeed
appropriate to the category. We use records from 1972-1997
because major hurricane data in this basin are only consid-

ered reliable since 1972 Whitney and Hobgood[1997]. We
higher during an E1 Nifio than non-E1Nifio year. Landsea only include TCs that began in July, August or September

and Gray [1989] also focuson the NE pacific, examining (the peak hurricaneseason).The samemonthsare usedfor
the E1 Nifio SouthernOscillation (ENSO) and the Quasi- the environmental parameters.
Biennial Oscillation(QBO), to determinetheir relationship
From this TC data set the longitudes at which each hurwith a TC index for the whole basin. They look at the
ratio of the TC index averages in the five strongest and
weakest years of each variable. From their results showinga

ricane forms are established. The longitude distribution is
used to identify sub-regions of hurricane formation in the
NE Pacific

ratio of 1.6:1hurricanes(2.36:1majorhurricanes)
occurring
in E1 Nifio compared to La Nifia years, they conclude that
there is a strong indication for increasedTC activity in E1
Nifio years, especially for the strongeststorms. They note
that there is a slight tendency for the QBO to modulate
the numbers of the most intense TCs, with greater activity
occurring in the westerly phase.
We extend that work through an in-depth study of the
factors that may affect TC formation for the period 1972-

To obtain

Ocean.
information

about the differences

between

total

TC numbers in the extreme years of particular environmental variables, for each region we compute the probability
under

a binomial

distribution

that

TC

totals

did not occur

in each extreme group by chance. We calculate the total

numberof TCs from the six years(approximatelya quarter
of the total) whichprovidethe upper and lowerextremeval-

ues. We then test the hypothesis that the probability of a
TC occurring in the upper extreme years is 0.5. The use of
1997. We useregressionanalysisto investigate(a) the rela- ratios, though valuable for indicating the variations between
tionships between TC numbers and the environmental paextreme years, has limitations when attaching a significance
rameters,and (b) the trends of TCs with time. We also as it appeals to normal distribution theory which is inapanalyze extreme years. However, we do not treat the NE propriate for small counts.
Pacific as one single developmentregion. Rather, we identify
Not only do we look at extreme years, but for each subregion identified, an analysis of the relationships of TC numbers with the environmental parameters for all years is conCopyright2000 by theAmericanGeophysical
Union.
ducted. Least squares fitting and the correlation coefficient
is not appropriate for small numbers of TCs as the errors are
Papernumber2000GL011614.
0094-8276/00/2000GL011614505.00
not normally distributed. Therefore we use a generalisedlin3881
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For subsequent analysis we have therefore divided the
NE Pacific region into two sub-regionsto the west and east
of 116øW. The parametersare averagedover the oceanin
each area, 10ø to 20øN by 93ø to 115øW and by 116ø to

15
_

"' 10

180øW for the east and the west regionrespectively.This
division into two populationswith regard to causalfactors is
strongly supportedby the results of the following regression
and extreme year analysis.
Figure 2a showsthe time series of seasonalmajor hur-
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for the whole

of the NE

Pacific

basin.

An

upward trend of 2.4 major hurricanesover the 26 year period

(significantat the 94%level)is observed.This valueis large
comparedto the meanof the regionwhichis 3.5 (Tn = 65%).
Figures2b and 2c showthat this trend is largelydue to the

Figure 1. Thelongitude
distribution
ofall hurricanes
(185)

strong upward trend of major hurricanes in the western refor the period 1972-1997 (unshadedplot), and for approximately gion of 1.7 major hurricanesoverthe 26 year period (Tn is
half the hurricanes(91, from the leastactiveyears)(shaded).
124%). This is significantto the 98% level. In the eastern

region, the increase of major hurricanes is only 0.5 for the

ear modelwith PoissonerrorsMcCullaghandNelder[1989]. 26 year period (Ts is 23%) and the trend is insignificant.
Poissonregressionis carried out with two independent variables, the environmental parameter and time. Time is included to eliminate any effects of long term trends since we
are concernedwith interannual variation. Consequently,the

Trend analysis is also conducted for hurricane numbers
with time for the whole region, where it is found that there

ß
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fitted model is of the form:-

ln(Ntc) = a + be+ ct
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(1)

where Ntc is the expected number of TCs, e is the environ-

6

mental parameterand t is time (e and t havebeenstandardized to represent a mean of zero and a standard deviation

ofonetoavoid
misleading
results
Chandler
[1998].)

4

To assessthe significance of the b parameter in equa-

tion 1, we conducta t-test on the ratio b /se, where
b is the fit parameter associated with the environmen-
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relationshipbetweenthe TC index and time (in contrastto
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the
relationship
between
the
TC
index,
.•_,
3
trends
areexpressed
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environmental
parameter
and
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These
• 12
in TC numbers
peryear,T, and(b) therelativetrend,Tn,
0
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by:-
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where N is the number of years in the time series and •

is the mean of the time seriesunder consideration. The
significance
of the relativetrend is expressed
by T/s• (s• -

• 1

.a 0
E
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Z

4

standard
error)$chonwiese
andRapp[1997].
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Resultsand Discussion

2

In Figure I (shadedplot) we showthe longitudedistribution of approximatelyhalf the hurricanes(thosefrom the
leastactiveyears). It can be seenthat there are two regimes
of hurricaneactivity, a cluster to the east, with a cut-off
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around 116øW, and a long tail to the west of 116øW. When

1975

.

1980

1985

1990

1995

all 26 yearsare considered(unshadedplot), the distribution

Year

shows a more prominent tail indicating that the spread of
hurricane longitudes is greater for years with a greater number of hurricanes. The percentage of hurricanes to the west

Figure

of 116øWis 24% (39%) for the least (most) activeyears,a

for the threeregions,(a) WholeNE Pacific(b) Westernand (c)

differencewhich is significantat the 95% level.

Eastern, 1972-1997.

2.

Time seriesof seasonalmajor hurricanenumbers
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Table 1.
Extreme value statistics of tropical cyclone indices
with several environmental parameters based on binomial statistics

Western

Eastern

Region
Factor

M

H

S

RH

95

99

99

......

M

SST

99

99

95

......

VVEL

99

99

99

......

PWAT

99

99

99

......

ULWRF

99

99

99

......

PRES

95

99

99

......

99

99

......

-

95

......

-

99

.....

ENSO
RELV

MJO

QBO

H

S

M

H

S

.........
-

PDO

.........

-

wise, when investigating the whole NE Pacific basin, the
environmental parameters generally showed no significant
relationships. Secondly, within the western region of the
NE Pacific basin, seven out of the thirteen parameters investigated are significant to at least 95% for all stages of

TC activity. These are relative humidity (RH), sea surface
temperature(SST), pressurevertical velocity (VVEL), precipitable water (PWAT), upward long wave radiation flux
(ULWRF), mean sealevel pressure(PRES) and the MJOo

extremeyearsof the parameter. Ratiosof hurricanes(major
hurricanes)for all the parametersin the easternregionwere
low, varyingfrom only 1:1 to 1.5:1 (1.07:1to 1.73:1). ENSO
and QBO in the easternregiongaveratios of 1.06:1 (1.31:1)
and 1.33:1 (1.55:1) respectively.This study showsthat, by

.........

99
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Interestingly, the null hypothesis could not be rejected for
either ENSO or QBO.
The variation in TC numbers with each of the parameters
is indicated by the ratio of the six highest to the six lowest

.........

TMP

VZ

ALL

Region
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99

examining the western region only, the ratios are greatly
increased.

Table 1 shows the probabilities that a significant difference in tropical cyclonenumbersoccurswhen the environmentalparametersexperienceextremeyears(6 highestand
lowest). The relationshipis shownfor the significances
of
95% and 99% and labelled "-" if not significantat the 95%
level. The tropical cyclone categories are major hurricane

(M), hurricane(H) andtropicalstorm(S). The parameters
are relative humidity (RH) at 500 mb, sea surfacetem-

perature(SST), pressureverticalvelocity(VVEL) at 500
mb, precipitablewater (PWAT), upward long wave radiation flux - top of the atmosphere(ULWRF), meansealevel
pressure(PRES), Wolter'sENSO index (ENSO), relative
vorticity(RELV) at 850 mb, the Madden-JulianOscillation
index (MJO), the Quasi-BiennialOscillation(QBO), temperature(TMP) at 300 mb, the PacificDecadalOscillation
index(PDO) and the verticalwind shear(VZ) between850

For the westernregion,the ratios for hurricanes(major
hurricanes)are 6:1 (4:1) for low to high PRES years, 5.2:1
(4.3:1) for high to low RH years,and 4.3:1 (6:1) for high to
low SST years, to name a few of the highest ratios. ENSO on

the other hand, showsonly 2.1:1 (2.2:1) in an E1 Nifio year
compared to a La Nifia year and QBO shows only 1.21:1

(1.67:1) in a westerlythan easterly phase. Therefore, although ENSO gives a higher ratio between extreme years in
the western region than the eastern region, this index gives
a much lower ratio compared with other parameters.

Table 2 showsthe b/s• valuesfor the environmentalparameters versus TC numbers when all years are considered.
The parametersthat are significantto at least the 99% level

are shownin bold face and underlined(95% shownunder-

mb and 200 mb. For each significant result, the sign of the
relationship is the same as that noted in Table 2.

Table 2.

Significanceof the relationshipsbetweenthe tropical

cyclone indices and several environmental parameters, 1972-1997

was no significanttrend. However, again hurricanesin the
western region show an upward trend of 2 hurricanesover

Western Region

the 26 year period (TR is 84%). This is significantat the

Factor

95% level. These results are consistent with Chu and Clark

RH

[1999],whonote that in the CentralPacific,TC activityhas

SST

been increasingfrom 1966 to 1997. Again there is no significant changeof hurricane numberswith time in the eastern
region. Therefore there is no consistencyin the trends of
hurricanes and major hurricanes between the different regions,indicating once again that the two regionsshouldbe

VVEL

examined separately.
Table 1 showsthe results of examining the extreme years.

RELV

With a p-valueat 95% significance
or greater(p _<0.05)
we can reject the null hypothesis that there is no statistical difference between the totals of the two groups. The
p-value is doubled to allow for a two-tailed test to account
for the uncertainty in the sign of the relationship between
the environmental parameters and TC numbers. There are
two important aspects of these results. Firstly, it can be

seenfrom the significances
above95%• that there are strong
significant relationships between some of the environmental parameters and the TC indices in the western region of
the NE Pacific. Conversely, an examination of the eastern

region of the NE Pacific showsno significantrelationships
with any of the environmental parameters studied. Like-

PWAT

Eastern Region

M

H

S

M

H

S

2.51

4.05

3.61

1.49

1.74

1.82

-0.81

-1.67

-0.91

-0.53

-0.62

0.32

2.47

3.23

-2.44

-3.42

2.20

3.68

ULWRF

-2.01

-3.09

PRES

-1.92

-3.78

ENSO

1.34

2.09

2.10
-3.23

3.28

0.44

1.19

0.85

-2.76

-1.15

-1.41

-0.42

-0.56

-0.20

0.16

0.15

-0.86

-0.12

-3.27
1.74

1.08

1.31

1.31

1.33

1.91

1.19

MJO

-1.06

-2.19

-2.73

-0.24

-0.29

-0.75

QBO

-0.51

-1.34

-2.05

0.46

1.28

1.12

0.46

-0.14

-0.10

-0.84

TMP
PDO
VZ

0.01
-3.20

1.15

1.10

-0.60

-0.13

1.19

0.99

-1.24

0.04

1.02
0.06
1.31
-0.64

Table 2 shows the results from a Poisson regression. The
relationships between tropical cyclone numbers and the envi-

ronmentalparametersare shownby the b/se valuesin the table. Entries in boldface and underlined are significant to the
99% level, those underlined to the 95% level. Positive results
indicate that more tropical cyclonesoccur with larger values
of the parameter. Negative results indicate an inverse relationship where there are fewer tropical cycloneswith larger values
of the parameter.
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lined only). Again there are no significantparametersin
the eastern region. In the western region, however, there
are significant relationships. RH, SST, VVEL and PWAT
are parameters that are common to all categories of TC
which are significantto at least 95%. Therefore the significant parameters in Table 2 include those which are found
to be significant for the extreme years only, as shown in
Table

1.

IN THE NE PACIFIC BASIN

has socio-economic
implicationsprimarily for the Hawaiian
Islandswhichare the most at risk from TCs developingin
the western region.
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